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Lessons learned in testing the GBEP 

sustainability indicators

Ecofys’ assignment

Identify lessons learned in five of the GBEP pilots 

regarding applicability and practicality of the GBEP 

indicators
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Overall goal

� Assess practicality and applicability of the

GBEP methodology as a tool for policy

making, evaluation and monitoring.

Additional goals

The five GBEP pilots included
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Additional goals

� Assess and enhance the capacity to

measure the indicators

� Assess level of sustainability of bioenergy

sector
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“A pilot project approach is very valuable as a first 

step in a country”

� Good overview of data availability and options to 

improve data collection methodologies and data 

infrastructure

What has been achieved?
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infrastructure

� Collection of previously non existent data

� Identification of opportunities to further develop the 

GBEP methodology

� Enhance capacity to work with the GBEP indicators

� Space for communication and exchange of information
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Scope

Approach Next steps

Indicators

covered
Lessons
learned
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Data 

availability

and quality

Use policy

making and

monitoring

covered

Recommendations

learned



Scope

Geographical Pilots vary on scope
�Some opted for a national scope, others 
focus on specific regions or on case 
studies.
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Sectoral � Varies depending on sectors relevant to 
the pilot country and on data availability



Approach

Overall 
approach

� Four of the pilots used desk-top research. 
Ghana combined it with interviews and 
Germany with stakeholder workshops.

� Indonesia used collection of primary data 
through case studies and national surveys
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Selection of 
indicators

� Mostly based on relevance. Data 
availability also played a role.



Indicator coverage – Environmental pillar

Colombia Germany Ghana Indonesia Netherlands

1) Lifecycle Green House Gas (GHG) 

emissions

2) Soil quality

3) Harvest levels of wood resources

4) Emissions of non-GHG, air pollutants, Lack of data
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4) Emissions of non-GHG, air pollutants, 

including air toxics (NOx, SO2, ...)

5) Water use and efficiency
Lack of data

6) Water quality
Lack of data

7) Biological diversity in the landscape
Lack of data

8) Land use and land-use change related to 

bioenergy feed stock production



Indicator coverage – Social pillar

Colombia Germany Ghana Indonesia Netherlands

9) Allocation and tenure of land for new 

bioenergy production

Lack of data Less relevant

10) Price and supply of national food basket
Less relevant

11) Change in income
Lack of data

12) Jobs in the bioenergy Sector
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12) Jobs in the bioenergy Sector

13) Change in unpaid time spent by women 

and children collecting biomass 

Lack of data Less relevant Lack of data Less relevant

14) Bioenergy used to expand access to 

modern energy services

Less relevant Less relevant

15) Change in mortality and burden of 

disease attributable to indoor smoke 

Less relevant Lack of data Less relevant

16) Incidence of occupational injury, illness 

and fatalities

Lack of data Lack of data



Indicator coverage – Economic pillar

Colombia Germany Ghana Indonesia Netherlands

17) Productivity

18) Net energy balance

19) Gross value added
Lack of data

20) Change in the consumption of fossil fuels 
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20) Change in the consumption of fossil fuels 

and traditional use of biomass

21) Training and re-qualification of the 

workforce

Less relevant Lack of data Less relevant

22) Energy diversity
Lack of data

23) Infrastructure and logistics for 

distribution of bioenergy

24) Capacity and flexibility of use of 

bioenergy

Lack of data



Data availability and quality

Data 
availability

� High for Germany and the Netherlands. 
For other pilots, differs depending on 
indicator� good for some indicators, 
less good for others.

� Data not always available in the form 
required in the GBEP methodology
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Data quality � Differs among pilots and indicators. 

How data 
gaps were 
filled?

� Different approaches depending on 
indicator. E.g. literature review, 
interviews, estimations



� Indicators considered to be valuable to support

policy making and evaluation.

„…Indicators are important for fact-based 

and high-quality policy development”

� Strong interest in using them for monitoring:

� Concrete examples of potential use in Germany 

Application for policy making and monitoring
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� Concrete examples of potential use in Germany 

and Netherlands to report to European 

Commission (NREAP reports)
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� For some indicators, approaches to overcome data 

availability issues: e.g. tier approach similar to IPCC

� Methodological guidance to adapt existing data to 

the GBEP requirements

� Create an international expert exchange platform

Recommendations for further development of 

the methodology
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� Propositions for follow-up projects for broader 

implementation of indicators (Ghana, Indonesia, 

Colombia)

� Further steps will be formulated after completing the 

pilot in Germany

� Exploration of options for follow-up in the 

Next steps
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� Exploration of options for follow-up in the 

Netherlands
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“Exchanging and discussing first experiences 

and lessons learned - focus on a selection of 

4 indicators”

�Soil quality

�Price and supply of a national food basket

Tomorrow’s session 
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�Productivity

�Water quality
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